
Bibelpanorama herstellen

Entdecke Gottes Plan!

Den Ablauf der Bibel von der Schöpfung bis zur Offenbarung
kennenlernen und ein eigenes Bibelpanorama herstellen.
Markante Punkte in der Geschichte betrachten und einen
besonders wichtigen Punkt für die Andacht benutzen. 

Basic idea / goal etc.
The individual stages can be worked out freely. A wide variety of puzzles, group work, theatre, films
etc. are possible. Important: incorporate movement.

Duration: Mind. 11 occasions; depending on the division, it can also be more.

Suitable for:Group of about 15 teens

Materials needed:

Writing utensils
A self-made folding book A4 landscape with about 16 sheets. The book must not be completed
until the end. You must be able to work on loose A4 sheets.
2 cardboard covers e.g. covered with marbled paper
Light room projector, blackboard or poster

Auxiliaries:

Books:

Bible Panorama, A.T. EADE, Hänssler Publishers
Discover God's Plan, D.L. GOSSETT, Emmaus Bible School
Various lexicons and manuals to look up special incidents

Cost: Materials for the book Execution of the project:

Divide Bible panorama by number of occasions and chronological sections
Determine book size and make book cover
Start the panorama
- In preparing the appropriate parts, consider exactly what will be communicated and what the
teens will have to read about, collect, or guess, etc., on their own. Subsequently, determine
exactly how the sketch will be pre-drawn on the board.
- Use a special point for devotion.
When doing this, a leader should sign along so that this part can be copied for missing
participants.

Important notes:

https://youngstarswiki.org/de/wiki/art/bibelpanorama-herstellen


How exciting it gets depends on how much teens are allowed to do themselves and whether you
also give them new, interesting background information. Possibly teens show up willing to do
everything on posters and then display this. 

Application:

For the teen's own use and possibly as a display in the community

Further information:

Monika Heiniger, Jungschar Romanshorn, Stationsstrasse 7, 8360 Wallenwil
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